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CHAPTER 4
Facility Assessment and Requirements

CHAPTER 4
Facility Assessment and Requirements
Introduction
This chapter evaluates and establishes the improvements necessary at Albert Whitted Airport (SPG)
to maintain a safe and efficient facility while also accommodating the expected demand. The
following sections use the appropriate design criteria to identify and define necessary facility
requirements over the 20-year planning horizon.

Airport Capacity
Airport capacity is defined by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) as a measure of the
maximum number of aircraft operations that an airfield can support with reasonable levels of delay.
Estimates of airfield capacity at SPG were developed in accordance with FAA Advisory Circular
(AC) 150/5060-5, Change 2, Airport Capacity and Delay. Methodologies from this AC were used
to calculate the hourly capacity of the runway system and annual service volume (ASV) of the
airfield. These calculations were based upon the specific airfield, operational, and meteorological
characteristics at SPG on a typical day.

4.2.1

Airfield Geometry

The airfield configuration is the primary factor in determining the overall airport capacity due to
its direct influence on how aircraft can operate. In theory, as the number of runways and taxiways
increase, so should the capacity at a given airfield. However, the physical orientation and proximity
of the various runway and taxiway surfaces may or may not contribute to the overall airfield
capacity.

Runway Configuration
Runway 7-25 has a northeast to southwest alignment and the crosswind runway (Runway 18-36)
has a north to south orientation. Different runway configuration and use diagrams are provided in
FAA AC 150/5060-5, Change 2. For SPG’s two intersecting runways, the use diagrams are selected
using the distances between the different runway ends relative to the runway intersection. These
diagrams allow the capacity calculations to consider that some simultaneous operations on the two
runway system is possible, in addition to when the airfield is limited to a single runway operation.

Exit Taxiways
The capacity of a runway system is greatly influenced by the ability of aircraft to exit the runway
as quickly and safely as possible. Once an aircraft has cleared the runway environment, another is
able to either land or takeoff. Therefore, the number and location of exit taxiways directly influence
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runway occupancy time and overall capacity of the airfield system. Capacity is also enhanced if a
full length parallel taxiway system is provided since these taxiways generally have several
connector taxiways (increasing the number of runway exits) and eliminate the need to back-taxi on
the runway. Both runways at SPG have parallel taxiway systems and while each have multiple
connectors, only Taxiway B on the west side of Runway 18-36 provides a true full length parallel
taxiway. For all intents and purposes, Taxiway D serves as a full length parallel taxiway to the
north side of Runway 7-25, especially from a capacity standpoint given the relationship of the
General Aviation Terminal aircraft parking apron with Taxiways D1 and D2.
The FAA methodology utilizes an exit factor based upon the number of connector taxiways within
a certain range. The optimal range for exit taxiways varies for different runway configurations and
is primarily based on the aircraft mix index (described in a following section). For the purposes of
the capacity calculations, each exit taxiway must also be separated by at least 750 feet. Throughout
the planning period, the optimal exit range for SPG is 2,000 to 4,000 feet from each landing
threshold. Using these criteria, the number of taxiway exits eligible for inclusion in the capacity
calculations are shown in Table 4-1.
TABLE 4-1
ELIGIBLE TAXIWAY EXITS FOR CAPACITY CALCULATIONS
2,000 to 4,000 Foot Range
Runway 7

1

Runway 25

1

Runway 18

1

Runway 36

1

SOURCE: ESA analysis 2020.

4.2.2

Operational Characteristics

Operational characteristics relative to airfield capacity include the aircraft mix index, the percent
of aircraft arrivals, and the percent of aircraft touch and go operations. Each of these are described
in the following sections as they are important variables when estimating capacity using the FAA
methodology.

Aircraft Mix Index
The FAA has four aircraft categories (A through D) for capacity determinations which are based
upon the maximum certificated takeoff weight, the number of engines, and the wake turbulence
classifications. It should be noted that these capacity classes differ from the Aircraft Approach
Categories utilized in other sections of this study. In the simplest terms, larger and heavier aircraft
create more wake turbulence and require more entrail spacing to allow this turbulence to subside
before another aircraft travels through the same area. Likewise, as an aircraft’s size and weight
increases, so does the time typically needed for it to slow to a safe taxiing speed or to achieve the
needed speed for takeoff. Therefore, larger aircraft occupy the runway longer than smaller ones.
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For these reasons, aircraft classifications are used to determine the aircraft mix index which is a
critical component for calculating airfield capacity.
The mix index is calculated by adding the percent of Class C aircraft plus three times the percent
of Class D aircraft. Class A aircraft include single-engine aircraft less than 12,500 pounds. While
Class B aircraft include multi-engine aircraft less than 12,500 pounds. The percent of Class A and
B aircraft is not considered to significantly affect airfield capacity because the wake turbulence
generated by these smaller aircraft dissipates fairly rapidly. Thus, the spacing can be reduced
between Class A and B aircraft more than for Class C or D aircraft. Class C aircraft include multiengine aircraft greater than 12,500 pounds, but less than 300,000 pounds with a large wake
turbulence classification. Class D are multi-engine aircraft over 300,000 pounds with a heavy wake
turbulence classification.
A majority of the aircraft currently operating at SPG are made up of Class A and B, with a few in
Class C. As such, the current mix index is zero. In the future, operations conducted by Class C
aircraft are expected to increase; however, while their level of activity may change the future critical
aircraft, the mix index will only increase slightly above zero towards the end of the planning period.

Percent of Aircraft Arrivals
The percent of arrivals is simply the ratio of aircraft arrivals to total operations during a peak or
average hour of operations. The FAA methodology considers a 40, 50, or 60 percent arrivals factor
to compute airfield capacity. Since aircraft on final approach are given priority over departures, a
higher percent of arrivals during peak periods can reduce the hourly capacity due to the longer
runway occupancy times for arrivals over departures. However, this is typically only considered
when estimating capacity during peaks at airports with predominately commercial airline
operations. For SPG, the percent of arrivals is assumed to equal those of departures on a typical
day, given there are no commercial airline operations at the airport. Therefore, the 50 percent
arrivals factor was applied to all of the capacity calculations.

Percent of Touch and Go Operations
A touch and go operation refers to a training procedure in which the pilot performs a normal landing
followed by an immediate takeoff, without stopping or taxiing clear of the runway. While each
touch and go operation actually accounts for two runway operations (one landing and one takeoff),
this procedure typically takes less time than two operations by separate aircraft. Therefore, airports
with significant touch and go operations will have a greater airfield capacity than a similar airport
with less of these training operations.
As noted in the forecast chapter, a portion of the local operations include touch and go operations
conducted as part of the local flight training activity. During discussions with the airport traffic
control tower (ATCT) management about the FAA’s Operations Network (OPSNET) data, it was
estimated that approximately half of the local operations or 25 percent of the overall activity at SPG
in 2018 was from touch and go operations. In the future, touch and go activity will increase with
the overall operational growth projected in the approved forecasts; however, the touch and go factor
is not expected to exceed 30 percent over the 20-year planning period.
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4.2.3

Meteorological Conditions

Different meteorological conditions influence the utilization of an airfield’s runways. Variations in
the weather resulting in limited cloud ceilings and reduced visibility typically lower airfield
capacity, while changes in wind direction and velocity will dictate runway usage.

Ceiling and Visibility
As weather conditions deteriorate, pilots must rely on instruments to define their position both
vertically and horizontally. Capacity is lowered during such conditions because aircraft are spaced
further apart when they cannot see each other. For capacity calculations, FAA AC 150/5060-5,
Change 2 defines three general weather categories, based upon the height of the clouds above
ground level and visibility:
Visual Flight Rules (VFR) - Cloud ceiling is greater than 1,000 feet above ground level
(AGL) and visibility is at least three statute miles.
Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) - Cloud ceiling is at least 500 AGL but less than 1,000
feet AGL and/or visibility is less than three statute miles but more than one statute mile.
Poor Visibility and Ceiling (PVC) - Cloud ceiling is less than 500 feet AGL and/or
visibility is less than one statute mile.
Since SPG has non-precision instrument approach procedures established to Runways 7, 18, and
36, the airport is capable of accommodating aircraft during IFR conditions. The ten years of wind,
cloud ceiling, and visibility data obtained for the wind rose analysis from the FAA’s online
Windrose File Generator site was also utilized for the capacity analysis. For SPG, the data showed
that VFR conditions occurred 90.5 percent of the time, IFR conditions 9.5 percent of the time, and
that PVC conditions occur less than 0.1 percent of the time.

Runway Utilization
The wind coverage analysis in the forecast chapter documents that on average, Runway 7-25 has
slightly better coverage than Runway 18-36. However, wind coverage is not the only factor that
determines operational flow, especially at an airport with an ATCT. In addition to wind conditions;
the type of aircraft and type of operation are also important. Both Runways 7-25 and Runway 1836 have the ability to accommodate most every type of aircraft operation currently occurring at
SPG.
The individual runway end utilization applied to the airfield capacity calculations are shown in
Table 4-2. These were derived utilizing the historic wind conditions, the 2018 FlightAware dataset,
and discussions with ATCT management.
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TABLE 4-2
RUNWAY END UTILIZATION
Annual Average
Runway 7

60%

Runway 25

15%

Runway 18

15%

Runway 36

10%

SOURCE: ESA analysis, 2020.

4.2.4

Airfield Capacity Calculations

The preceding airfield geometry, operational characteristics, and meteorological conditions were
first utilized to calculate hourly capacity. The results were then applied to determine the annual
service volume in order to evaluate the ability of the airfield to accommodate the projected demand.

Hourly Capacity of the Runway System
The hourly capacity for SPG was calculated by analyzing the appropriate runway-use diagrams and
figures for both VFR and IFR conditions. Using these, the aircraft mix index and percent of aircraft
arrivals were applied to calculate the hourly capacity base. Next, a touch and go factor was
determined using the percent of touch and go operations with the aircraft mix index. Finally, the
taxiway exit factor was determined by the aircraft mix index, percent of aircraft arrivals, and
number of eligible exit taxiways. A weighted hourly capacity was then calculated (Table 4-3) based
on the percent that VFR and IFR conditions have historically been observed for each different
operational flow. It should be noted that all of the calculations are based on the existing airfield
configuration.
TABLE 4-3
HOURLY CAPACITIES OF THE RUNWAY SYSTEM
Average VFR Hourly
Capacity

Average IFR Hourly
Capacity

Weighted Hourly
Capacity

104

64

100

2024

104

64

100

2029

104

64

100

2039

104

64

100

Base Year
2018
Forecast

SOURCE: ESA analysis 2020.
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Annual Service Volume
Annual service volume (ASV) is the overall measure of runway capacity at an airport. It represents
the number of total operations that an airfield can support annually. In other words, ASV is the
theoretical limit of operations that the airport can safely accommodate without unreasonable levels
of delay occurring on a regular basis. To calculate ASV, first the ratio of annual demand to average
daily demand, during the peak month, is calculated. Next, the ratio of average daily demand to
average peak hour demand, during the same time is determined. These values are then multiplied
together with the corresponding weighted hourly capacity to compute ASV. The calculated ASV
is included in Table 4-4 and compared to the annual operations from the approved forecasts.
TABLE 4-4
AIRFIELD CAPACITY ANALYSIS
Annual
Operations

Annual Service Volume
(ASV)

Capacity
Level

83,918

206,800

41%

2024

92,300

206,800

45%

2029

99,900

206,800

48%

2039

117,100

206,800

57%

Base Year
2018
Forecast

SOURCE: ESA analysis 2020.

A demand that exceeds ASV results in significant delays on the airfield. However, no matter how
substantial an airport’s capacity may appear, it should be realized that delays can occur even before
an airport reaches its stated capacity. In fact, according to FAA Order 5090.5, Formulation of the
NPIAS and ACIP, capacity enhancing projects need sufficient lead times so that the improvements
can be properly planned, environmentally reviewed, designed, and constructed before the resulting
delays become critical. For most every type of airfield capacity enhancing project, the FAA
recommends planning for such improvements when activity levels reach 60 percent of the annual
capacity. For additional exit taxiways, the activity level trigger is 50 percent of the annual capacity.
Based on the calculations in Table 4-4, SPG is not expected to reach the 60 percent threshold within
the 20-year planning period. The airfield will exceed the 50 percent threshold in the long-term
planning period; therefore, taxiway projects with the potential to enhance the overall efficiency or
bypass capability of the airfield system need to be considered. Changes or improvements to the
published instrument approach procedures were not considered from a capacity standpoint given a
majority of the airport’s operations are conducted during visual conditions.
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4.2.5

Runway and Taxiway Flow Analysis

In addition to the FAA airfield capacity calculations, evaluations of the different airfield arrival and
departure flows were made to help identify any inefficient areas on the airfield. While the ability
exists to occasionally utilize the intersecting runways simultaneously, through a coordinated mix
of arrivals and departures by the ATCT, this evaluation focused on the following conditions:
 Runway 7-25 Movements – Northeast and Southwest Flows
 Runway 18-36 Movements – North and South Flows
Assessing the different flows individually and then understanding how they can be combined for
simultaneous operations, provides the simplest way to observe how aircraft movements typically
occur on the current taxiway system. Through meetings and conversations with ATCT
management, the most common taxi routes utilized to access or exit the runway environment were
documented. Detailing how the airfield is operated enables the evaluation to identify where future
improvements should be considered, especially given the taxiway design guidance in FAA AC
150/5300-13A, Change 1, Airport Design, that was established after the 2007 Airport Master Plan
Update for SPG was conducted.

Runway 7 Movements – Northeast Flow
Typical aircraft arrival and departure movements for Runway 7-25 in a northeast flow are
illustrated on Figure 4-1. Generally speaking, the primary runway can accommodate all aircraft
activity at SPG. While not a true full length parallel taxiway, Taxiway D does provide access on
the north side to both ends of the runway. Taxiway A provides access to the south side of the
runway between the physical end of Runway 7 and Runway 18-36. Figure 4-1 also depicts the
FAA’s optimal taxiway exit range described as part of the capacity calculations. The primary
observations include:

Arrivals
 Taxiway D3 is used by aircraft exiting the runway early and taxiing to the fixed base
operator (FBO).
 Taxiway B is used by the majority of aircraft exiting the runway and taxiing to the FBO.
 Taxiway D5 is used by aircraft requiring the full runway length for landing and exiting the
runway and taxiing to the FBO.
 Taxiway A4 is used by aircraft exiting the runway early and taxiing to general aviation
facilities south of the runway.
 Taxiway B is used by the majority of aircraft exiting the runway and taxiing to general
aviation facilities south of the runway.
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Departures
 Taxiway D1 is used by departing aircraft from the FBO requiring the full runway length or
performing an engine run-up before departure.
 Taxiway D2 is used by departing aircraft from the FBO.
 Taxiway A1 is used by departing aircraft from general aviation facilities south of the
runway requiring the full runway length or performing an engine run-up before departure.
 Taxiway A2 is used by departing aircraft from general aviation facilities south of the
runway.

Runway 25 Movements – Southwest Flow
Typical aircraft arrival and departure movements for Runway 7-25 in a southwest flow are
illustrated on Figure 4-2. The figure also depicts the FAA’s optimal taxiway exit range described
previously. The primary observations include:

Arrivals
 Taxiway D3 is used by aircraft exiting the runway early, typically to perform a full stop,
taxi back maneuver since touch and go operations are not permitted on Runway 25.
 Taxiway D2 is used by the majority of aircraft exiting the runway and taxiing to the FBO.
 Taxiway A4 is used by aircraft exiting the runway early and taxiing to general aviation
facilities south of the runway.
 Taxiway A3 is used by aircraft exiting the runway and taxiing to general aviation facilities
south of the runway.
 Taxiway A2 is used by aircraft exiting the runway and taxiing to general aviation facilities
south of the runway.

Departures
 Taxiway D5 is used by a majority of aircraft using Runway 25 for departures.
 Departing aircraft can cross Runway 7-25 via Taxiway B for an intersection departure or
to access Taxiway D5.
 Aircraft taxiing from south general aviation facilities can cross Runway 7-25 at Taxiway
A4 and continue to Taxiway D5 for departure.

Runway 18 Movements – South Flow
Typical aircraft arrival and departure movements for Runway 18-36 in a south flow are illustrated
on Figure 4-3. Generally speaking, this crosswind runway typically supports the smaller aircraft
operating at SPG. Parallel Taxiway B provides full length access to both runway ends. Figure 4-3
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also depicts the FAA’s optimal taxiway exit range described previously as part of the capacity
calculations. The primary observations include:

Arrivals
 Taxiway C is used by aircraft exiting the runway early.
 Taxiway B1 is used by the majority of aircraft exiting the runway.
 The south end connector of Taxiway B is used by aircraft requiring the full runway length
for landing.
 Depending on aircraft ground traffic, arriving aircraft can utilize Taxiway A4 or Taxiway
A2 to taxi to the FBO.

Departures
 Taxiway D is used by departing aircraft from the FBO to access Taxiway B and the
departure end of Runway 18.
 Taxiway A is used by departing aircraft from general aviation facilities south of Runway
7-25 to access Taxiway B, cross Runway 7-25, and taxi to the departure end of Runway
18.

Runway 36 Movements – North Flow
Typical aircraft arrival and departure movements for Runway 18-36 in a north flow are illustrated
on Figure 4-4. The figure also depicts the FAA’s optimal taxiway exit range described previously.
The primary observations include:

Arrivals
 Taxiway C is used by aircraft exiting the runway early.
 Taxiway A is used by the majority of aircraft exiting the runway.
 Taxiway D or even the north end connector of Taxiway B is used by aircraft requiring the
full runway length for landing or by arriving aircraft taxiing to the FBO. Taxiway D is also
used during busy periods to allow departing aircraft to utilize Taxiway A to access the
runway.

Departures
 Taxiway B1 is used by departing aircraft not requiring the full runway length or to bypass
aircraft performing an engine run-up at the south end of Taxiway B.
 The south end connector of Taxiway B is used by a majority of aircraft using Runway 36
for departures.
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FIGURE 4-2
RUNWAY 25 MOVEMENTS - SOUTHWEST FLOW
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RUNWAY 36 MOVEMENTS - NORTH FLOW
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Runway Requirements
As the primary airfield component, a runway must have the proper length, width, and strength to
safely accommodate the existing and future critical aircraft. In addition to the physical
characteristics of a runway, there are a number of other safety-related design standards that must
be met, including the Runway Safety Area, Runway Object Free Area, Runway Protection Zones,
and Obstacle Free Zones. Each of these, as well as other runway requirements for SPG, are
described in the following sections.

4.3.1

Runway Length Analysis

FAA AC 150/5325-4B, Runway Length Requirements for Airport Design, provides the current
standards and methods for computing recommended runway lengths. Use of this AC is required
when a runway extension project is intended to request or receive federal funding. Depending on
the critical aircraft’s maximum certificated takeoff weight (MTOW), the AC provides different
methods for calculating runway length. They are based on the MTOW ranges of 12,500 pounds or
less (small aircraft); over 12,500 pounds, but less than 60,000 pounds; and 60,000 pounds or more.
It should be noted that depending on the aircraft manufacturer, MTOW may also be referred to as
the maximum takeoff weight, maximum allowable takeoff weight, or maximum design takeoff
weight.
While the procedures and design rationale vary depending on the weight category, each still
requires some basic airfield data. This data is used in adjusting how an aircraft’s takeoff and landing
performance might be influenced by the characteristics at a specific airport. For SPG these include
the established airfield elevation of 7 feet above mean sea level (AMSL) and the mean daily
maximum temperature of the hottest month, which is 89 degrees Fahrenheit.

Length Required for Small Aircraft
Small aircraft are defined as those that have a MTOW of 12,500 pounds or less. The small aircraft
group includes almost all single-engine and multi-engine (piston and turboprop) aircraft. Both
Runway 7-25 and Runway 18-36 have existing critical aircraft in the small aircraft group. The
future critical aircraft for Runway 18-36 is also a small aircraft. Therefore, the charts in FAA AC
150/5325-4B for determining the length required for small aircraft have been evaluated using
SPG’s airfield elevation and mean daily maximum temperature.
The FAA runway length curves for small aircraft (with less than 10 passenger seats) were
developed using representative aircraft performance data for the categories of 95 and 100 percent
of the fleet. The 95 percent category applies to airports that are primarily intended to serve medium
sized population communities while the 100 percent category is primarily intended for airports on
the fringe of a metropolitan area. As shown in the forecasting chapter, Pinellas County has a million
residents while the surrounding Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater Metropolitan Statistical Area has
over three million residents. Therefore, the 100 percent curve was utilized and resulted in a
recommended length of 3,600 feet for the existing and future small aircraft (12,500 pounds or less)
operating at SPG (see Table 4-6).
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Requirements for Large Aircraft up to 60,000 Pounds
Using approved aircraft flight manuals, FAA AC 150/5325-4B provides performance curves to
determine the runway length required for large aircraft weighing between 12,500 and 60,000
pounds. The future critical aircraft for Runway 7-25 fall within this weight range; therefore, this
methodology was applied. In addition to SPG’s airfield elevation and mean daily maximum
temperature, information on the useful load factor, effective runway gradient, and typical weather
conditions are also required to determine the runway length required for this group of aircraft.
Useful load refers to the difference between an aircraft’s MTOW and the empty weight. As such,
the useful load factor provides an indication of the amount of passengers, cargo, and fuel carried
by an aircraft. In the FAA’s charts there is an option to select either a 60 or 90 percent useful load
factor. Essentially, the heavier the aircraft (higher useful load percentage) the more runway length
required. Since the airport is only expected to accommodate aircraft in the lower half of the 12,500
to 60,000 pound range of this aircraft grouping, only the 60 percent useful loads were considered.
Similarly, the FAA performance curves for aircraft weighing 12,500 to 60,000 pounds are also split
into the categories of 75 and 100 percent of the fleet. FAA AC 150/5325-4B provides lists of the
general aviation aircraft that represent 75 percent of the fleet flying in the U.S. This list combined
with a second list represents 100 percent of the general aviation fleet in this weight range. The
FAA’s 75 percent of the fleet table includes the smaller business jet aircraft from Beechcraft,
Cessna, Bombardier (Learjet), Dassault, and other manufacturers. The aircraft listed are
representative of the largest expected aircraft to operate at SPG through the 20-year planning
period; therefore, only the 75 percent of the fleet performance curves were evaluated.
Applying local conditions to these performance curves yields an initial runway length requirement
based on a no wind, dry runway surface, and zero effective runway gradient scenario. The resulting
initial runway length requirement at SPG for 75 percent of the fleet is 4,650 feet (under a 60 percent
useful load). Adjustments are then made to the initial runway length for takeoff or landing
operations. Takeoff adjustments are based on the maximum difference in centerline elevation of
the runway being considered while landing adjustments are only made for runways serving jet
aircraft operations. For takeoffs, since the initial lengths are adjusted for a specific runway’s
effective gradient, the centerline elevation difference of 2 feet for Runway 7-25 was applied. For
landings, the initial length is increased by 15 percent (up to a specified limit) to account for the
decrease in landing performance under wet and slippery conditions. After the adjustments have
been applied independently, the resulting lengths required are 4,670 feet for takeoffs and 5,350 feet
for landings.
Even after utilizing the lower 60 percent useful load for only 75 percent of the fleet, the FAA
runway length performance curves for aircraft weighing between 12,500 and 60,000 pounds do not
accurately represent the future operational fleet mix expected at SPG. This is due to the fact that
these curves are developed primarily from the operational specifications of jet aircraft. A number
of the aircraft represented in the 75 percent of the fleet chart would not reasonably operate at SPG
since their performance requirements exceed the existing and expected future design standards of
the airfield. In short, this methodology overstates the runway length requirement for the future
aircraft expected to operate on Runway 7-25.
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Runway Length Analysis Using Balanced Field Length
Since the FAA’s methodology for the future 12,500 to 60,000 pound critical aircraft group is not
considered applicable, an analysis using the balanced field length for the aircraft currently using,
and expected to increase their use of the airfield, was applied. The 19 aircraft included in Table 45 came directly from the 2018 FlightAware dataset obtained for SPG and confirmed as operating
at the airport during discussions with both ATCT and fixed base operator (FBO) management. As
shown these include both turboprop and small jet aircraft with an Aircraft Approach Category
(AAC) designation of B and Airplane Design Group (ADG) of I or II. The aircraft in Table 4-5
also reflect the fact that while not a critical aircraft yet, aircraft with a MTOW greater than 12,500
pounds do currently operate at SPG. The aircraft have been listed based on their runway design
component and then MTOW.
TABLE 4-5
SPECIFIC RUNWAY LENGTHS FOR AIRCRAFT CURRENTLY OPERATING AT SPG
Aircraft Type

Runway
Design
Component

Maximum
Takeoff Weight
(pounds)

Balanced Field Takeoff
Length (standard
conditions)

Required Takeoff Length
at SPG (local conditions
with 89° F temp.)

Embraer Phenom 100

B-I

10,500

3,125’

3,616’

Cessna Citation CJ1

B-I

10,600

3,280’

3,794’

Beechcraft King Air 100

B-I

11,800

3,200’

3,702’

Hawker Beechjet 200

B-I

13,800

3,720’

4,301’

Hawker Beechjet 400

B-I

16,300

3,950’

4,565’

Beechcraft King Air 90

B-II

10,100

2,710’

3,138’

Cessna Citation CJ2

B-II

12,375

3,420’

3,955’

Beechcraft King Air 200

B-II

12,500

2,580’

2,989’

Cessna Citation II

B-II

13,300

3,450’

3,990’

Cessna Citation CJ3

B-II

13,870

3,180’

3,679’

Cessna Citation 550 Bravo

B-II

14,800

3,600’

4,162’

Beechcraft King Air 300/350

B-II

15,000

3,300’

3,817’

Cessna Citation V

B-II

15,900

3,160’

3,656’

Cessna Citation 560 Encore

B-II

16,630

3,490’

4,036’

Cessna Citation CJ4

B-II

16,950

3,410’

3,944’

Embraer Phenom 300

B-II

17,950

3,138’

3,631’

Cessna Citation Excel

B-II

20,000

3,590’

4,151’

Cessna Citation XLS

B-II

20,200

3,560’

4,116’

Hawker Beechjet 800XP

B-II

28,000

5,032’

5,810’

Average Takeoff Length for SPG

3,950’

SOURCE: 2018 FlightAware dataset for SPG, aircraft manufacturers, industry databases, aircraft performance manuals, and ESA analysis, 2020.

Two different runway lengths have been shown for each aircraft. The first is the Balanced Field
Takeoff Length. This is published by the aircraft manufacturers as the length required for takeoffs
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on a flat and dry runway, with the aircraft at MTOW and operating under standard atmospheric
conditions (59 degrees Fahrenheit at sea level). Because the airfield elevation is 7 feet AMSL but
the average temperature is well in excess of 59 degrees Fahrenheit, these calculations are
considered a best case scenario for the aircraft at MTOW, since standard conditions only occur a
few days and nights each year at SPG.
The second number is the Required Takeoff Length at SPG which is calculated using the Balanced
Field Takeoff Length for each aircraft adjusted for local conditions (airfield elevation, mean daily
maximum temperature of the hottest month, and maximum difference in runway centerline
elevation) per the accepted FAA methodology. These lengths are longer due to the climate of the
local area. This is an important consideration as these figures represent the upper range of runway
lengths required for each aircraft to be able to depart SPG at MTOW (without weight restrictions).

Recommended Runway Lengths
The following sections summarize the existing and future length requirements for both runways at
SPG.

Primary Runway
As the primary runway, Runway 7-25 needs to be able to accommodate the takeoff and landing
lengths required for the most demanding aircraft conducting 500 or more annual operations. The
current critical aircraft is the Pilatus PC-12, which is representative of the A-II small aircraft
category. Using the FAA’s methodology, the recommended length for this group of aircraft is 3,600
feet. While the runway has a published length over 3,600 feet, declared distances have been applied
to Runway 7-25 (addressed in a following section) which limits the overall length available for
both takeoffs and landings. Operations on Runway 25 are the most restricted with only 3,437 feet
being available for takeoff based on the current published declared distances (see Table 4-9). Also,
as documented in Table 4-2, Runway 7 is utilized 60 percent of the time; therefore, at least 163
feet of additional runway length is required to support the current critical aircraft (see Table 4-6).
Runway length in addition to the 163 feet will likely be needed given the published declared
distances are based on B-I small aircraft which have smaller runway design surfaces than those
required for the current critical aircraft (A-II small aircraft category).
While a majority of the current operations are conducted by small aircraft, the airfield is also
utilized by aircraft greater than 12,500 pounds, including some jets, as documented in the 2018
FlightAware dataset. FAA AC 150/5325-4B states that expansion consideration for runways
serving small aircraft must be given to accommodate airplanes of more than 12,500 pounds.
Specifically, the FAA guidance states:
“Failure to consider this change during an initial development phase may lead to
the additional expense of reconstructing or relocating facilities in the future.”
Under the FAA’s methodology for aircraft between 12,500 and 60,000 pounds, the longest length
calculated, after the takeoff and landing adjustments have been independently applied, should be
the recommended runway length. For SPG, the two lengths after adjustments were 4,670 feet for
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takeoffs and 5,350 feet for landings. As noted previously, neither of which is considered applicable
even given the operational fleet mix expected in the future. For this reason, the runway lengths
calculated for SPG using the Balanced Field Takeoff Lengths are considered more realistic given
they are based on the actual aircraft currently operating at the airport. This includes the Cessna
Citation CJ4, which is the representative future critical aircraft in the 12,500 to 60,000 pound range,
expected to use Runway 7-25 on a regular basis in the near future.
As shown in Table 4-5, the runway length required at SPG for the aircraft analyzed averaged 3,950
feet. Combined, these 19 aircraft conducted 212 operations in 2018 based on the FlightAware data
for that calendar year. For the small aircraft in Table 4-5 the average runway length was 3,853 feet
while those with a MTOW over 12,500 pounds averaged 3,995 feet. Table 4-5 demonstrates that a
number of aircraft currently operating at SPG require more runway length that what is available.
This was confirmed during the interviews with FBO management, tenants, and users of the airfield;
including the fact that weight restrictions must be applied in such cases. These weight restrictions
are usually in the form of fuel loads, which while they lower the takeoff length required, also have
a corresponding reduction in the distance the aircraft can fly. Therefore, a runway length of 4,000
feet (rounded up from 3,995 feet) will be required in the short- to intermediate-term planning
horizon to support the future Runway 7-25 critical aircraft (see Table 4-6). Options to provide the
Runway 7-25 length required will be evaluated in the alternatives chapter.

Runway 18-36
As the crosswind runway, the length of Runway 18-36 must support those aircraft requiring the
runway based on the wind rose analysis. The critical aircraft section included as part of the forecast
chapter documented that Runway 18-36 is required for the B-I small aircraft category. As such,
under the FAA’s methodology, the recommended length for Runway 18-36 would be 3,600 feet.
Therefore, the ability to provide the additional length shown in Table 4-6 for Runway 18-36 will
be evaluated in the alternatives chapter.
TABLE 4-6
CURRENT AND FUTURE RUNWAY LENGTH REQUIREMENTS
Required Runway
Length

Available Runway
Length for Takeoffs1

Minimum2 Additional
Length Required

Runway

Critical Aircraft

7-25
Current

Pilatus PC-12
(small aircraft)

3,600’

3,437’

163’

7-25
Future

Cessna Citation CJ4

4,000’

3,437’

563’

18-36

Piper PA-31 Navajo
(small aircraft)

3,600’

2,674’

926’

NOTES:

1. Based on the most restrictive declared distance currently published for Runway 25 and the most restrictive declared distance
calculated for Runway 36.
2. Additional runway length will likely be needed given the published declared distances for Runway 7-25 do not accommodate the
runway design surfaces for the current A-II critical aircraft.

SOURCE: FAA AC 150/5325-4B, Runway Length Requirements for Airport Design and November 19, 2018 runway survey.
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4.3.2

Runway Width Requirements

Runway width requirements are based on the runway design standards of the most critical aircraft
defined in the forecast chapter. The minimum existing and future requirements for each runway are
listed in Table 4-7 along with the corresponding runway shoulder width and blast pad dimensions.
For shoulders, the requirement versus recommendation for paving the shoulders is based on the
ADG. Conversely, when required, blast pads are always paved.
TABLE 4-7
MINIMUM RUNWAY WIDTH, SHOULDER, AND BLAST PAD REQUIREMENTS
Runway Design
Code

Pavement
Width

Shoulder
Width

Blast Pad
Width

Blast Pad
Length

7-25
Current

A-II Small Aircraft

75’

10’

95’

150’

7-25
Future

B-II

75’

10’

95’

150’

18-36

B-I Small Aircraft

60’

10’

80’

60’

Runway

SOURCE: FAA AC 150/5300-13A, Change 1, Airport Design.

At 75 feet wide, Runway 7-25 provides the pavement width required for both the existing and future
critical aircraft. As noted in the inventory, most of the runway has ten foot paved shoulders, the
exceptions being the portion east of Runway 18-36 and a small portion between Taxiways D1 and
D2. The runway only requires stabilized shoulders (such as turf) to reduce the potential for soil
erosion along the runway edge and foreign object debris. Due to the blast fence and proximity of
Tampa Bay to the physical ends of Runway 7-25; the runway has no blast pads. Since the runway
is expected to accommodate additional jet aircraft in the future, it is recommended to include paved
blast pads on any future configuration. For both the current and future conditions, the blast pads
would be 95 feet wide by 150 feet long.
At 150 feet wide, currently Runway 18-36 provides both the proper width and shoulders for the
existing and future critical aircraft. Since the runway is not currently utilized by jet aircraft on a
regular basis, nor is it expected to, paved blast pads are not necessary.

4.3.3

Runway Pavement Strength and Condition

Pavement strength requirements for each runway at an airport are predicated upon the critical
aircraft’s weight and how that weight is distributed through the landing gear. In November of 2019,
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) published the latest Airport Pavement Evaluation
Report for SPG as part of the Statewide Airfield Pavement Management Program. As noted in the
inventory chapter, the 2019 report reflected an overall Pavement Condition Index (PCI) of 100 for
Runway 7-25 reflecting the good surface condition after the full rehabilitation in 2016. As such,
the 2019 report did not identify any localized maintenance and repair or major rehabilitations
required over the report’s 10-year forecast period. For Runway 18-36 a major rehabilitation was
recommended for 2020 given that PCI for this runway ranged from 56 to 58 (fair).
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In the 2019 Airport Improvement Program (AIP) Handbook, the FAA defines the minimum useful
life of pavement rehabilitations as 10 years and 20 years for reconstructed or new pavement
surfaces. However, since pavement condition depends on the use and environment, projects to
rehabilitate airfield pavements are routinely conducted every 15 to 20 years after the previous major
rehabilitation, strengthening, or new construction. These projects, which repair damage to the
runway pavement resulting from normal wear, need to be conducted even at airports with regular
pavement maintenance programs, including crack sealing and surface seal coats. Given the current
condition of the Runway 7-25 pavement, the next rehabilitation of this runway should be planned
for the second half of the 20-year master plan horizon. For Runway 18-36, a rehabilitation of the
runway pavement has been programmed for 2020 and depending on the condition of the pavement
structure during design testing, some areas may require actual reconstruction. In addition, a future
rehabilitation for Runway 18-36 should be planned at the very end of the 20-year planning period.
Additionally, the FAA considers the grooving of any runway serving or expected to serve jet
aircraft as a high safety priority. Therefore, grooving of Runway 7-25 during the next pavement
rehabilitation should be considered, based on the jet aircraft activity at that time. Runway 18-36
does not need to be grooved.

4.3.4

Runway Safety Criteria

The safety surfaces required to protect aircraft operations and the public include the Runway Safety
Area, Runway Object Free Area, Runway Protection Zones, and Obstacle Free Zones. The FAA
definitions for these surfaces as well as their dimensions at SPG are included below.
Runway Safety Area (RSA) - A defined surface surrounding the runway prepared or suitable
for reducing the risk of damage to airplanes in the event of an undershoot, overrun, or veer off
the runway. The RSA needs to be: (1) cleared and graded with no potentially hazardous ruts,
humps, depressions, or other surface variations; (2) drained by grading or storm sewers to
prevent water accumulation; (3) capable, under dry conditions of supporting the occasional
passage of aircraft without causing structural damage to the aircraft; and (4) free of objects,
except for those that need to be located in the safety area because of their function. It should
be noted that the FAA does not allow modifications to any RSA standards and that the area
must be owned and controlled by the airport.
Runway Object Free Area (ROFA) - The ROFA is centered on the runway centerline.
Standards for the ROFA require clearing the area of all ground objects protruding above the
RSA edge elevation. Except where precluded by other clearing standards, it is acceptable to
place objects that need to be located in the ROFA for air navigation or aircraft ground
maneuvering purposes and to taxi and hold aircraft in the ROFA. Objects non-essential for air
navigation or aircraft ground maneuvering purposes are not to be placed in the ROFA. This
includes parked airplanes and agricultural operations. As with the RSA, the ROFA must be
owned and controlled by the airport.
Runway Protection Zone (RPZ) – The RPZ is trapezoidal shaped area typically beginning
200 feet from the usable pavement end of a runway. The primary function of this area is to
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preserve and enhance the protection of people and property on the ground. Even though there
is no vertical component, airports are required to maintain control of each runway’s RPZ. Such
control includes keeping the area clear of incompatible objects and activities. While not
required, this control is much easier to achieve and maintain through the acquisition of
sufficient property interests in the RPZs.
Runway Obstacle Free Zone (ROFZ) - The ROFZ is a three-dimensional volume of airspace
centered on the runway that supports the transition of ground to airborne operations (or vice
versa). The ROFZ clearing standards prohibit taxiing, parked airplanes, and other objects,
except frangible navigational aids or fixed-function objects (such as signage), from penetrating
this zone. Precision instrument runways also require an Inner-transitional OFZ and Precision
OFZ. If there is an approach lighting system, then an Inner-approach OFZ is also required.
Dimensions for the required RSA, ROFA, RPZ, and ROFZ shown in Table 4-8 are directly related
to runway design standards (AAC and ADG) and visibility minimums. If the current critical aircraft
for Runway 7-25 changes as projected in the forecast chapter, so too will some of the runway safety
criteria. For Runway 18-36, the critical aircraft is not expected to change; therefore, the current and
future criteria is the same. For both runways this assumes there are no significant changes expected
to the instrument approach minimums (addressed in a subsequent section).
TABLE 4-8
CURRENT AND FUTURE RUNWAY SAFETY CRITERIA
Runway

Runway
Safety Area

Runway
Object Free Area

Runway
Protection Zone1

Runway
Obstacle Free Zone

7-25
Current

300’ beyond
300’ prior
150’ wide

300’ beyond
300’ prior
500’ wide

250’ x 450’ x 1,000’

200’ beyond
250’ wide

7-25
Future

300’ beyond
300’ prior
150’ wide

300’ beyond
300’ prior
500’ wide

500’ x 700’ x 1,000’

200’ beyond
400’ wide

18-36

240’ beyond
240’ prior
120’ wide

240’ beyond
240’ prior
250’ wide

250’ x 450’ x 1,000’

200’ beyond
250’ wide

NOTES:

1. Runway Protection Zone (RPZ) dimensions shown for both Approach and Departure RPZs as applicable.

SOURCE: FAA AC 150/5300-13A, Change 1, Airport Design.

Current Critical Surfaces
The current Airport Layout Plan (ALP) on file at the start of this master plan is based on an existing
and future critical aircraft in the B-I small aircraft category for both Runway 7-25 and Runway 1836. This is important to note since as documented in the forecast chapter, the current critical aircraft
for Runway 7-25 is in the A-II small aircraft category with larger RSA and ROFA requirements.
The current ALP and aeronautical publications reflect that declared distances have been applied to
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Runway 7-25 in order to order to achieve the proper RSA and ROFA for Runway 7-25, while
Runway 18-36 has a non-standard RSA. A Runway Safety Area Determination Study for Runway
18-36 was finalized in December 2006. The study resulted in the FAA recommending the
application of declared distances to bring the Runway 18-36 RSA into compliance. To date no
declared distances have been established; however, they will be included as part of the Runway 1836 rehabilitation project beginning in 2020.

Declared Distances
The use of declared distances is typically limited to those airport facilities that cannot provide
certain design standards without shifting the landing thresholds and/or departure points of a
runway. The application of declared distances is runway specific and requires FAA approval. Under
declared distances, four different lengths are calculated for operations to/from a specific runway
end. These distances are used by pilots to determine whether or not their aircraft (in a given
configuration) can takeoff or land based on the lengths available. Declared distances include:
TORA
TODA
ASDA
LDA

Takeoff Run Available
Takeoff Distance Available
Accelerate Stop Distance Available
Landing Distance Available

Runway 7-25
The current declared distances published for Runway 7-25 are shown in Table 4-9 and illustrated
in Figure 4-5. As noted on Figure 4-5, departures on Runway 7 have been reduced by 30 feet due
to the proximity of the blast fence located 12 feet from the physical end of the runway.
TABLE 4-9
CURRENT DECLARED DISTANCES PUBLISHED FOR RUNWAY 7-25
TORA

TODA

ASDA

LDA

Runway 7

3,647’

3,647’

3,447’

2,919’

Runway 25

3,677’

3,677’

3,437’

3,174’

NOTES:

Based on B-I small aircraft design standards

SOURCE: FAA Chart Supplement for SPG, September 10, 2020.
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FIGURE 4-5
CURRENT DECLARED DISTANCES PUBLISHED FOR RUNWAY 7-25 (B-I SMALL AIRCRAFT)
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As noted, the figures in Table 4-9 are based on the design standards (B-I small aircraft) from the
approved ALP on file at the start of this master plan study. However, the current critical aircraft for
Runway 7-25 is in the A-II small aircraft category, requiring larger RSA and ROFA dimensions.
In addition, the Airport Geographic Information System (AGIS) survey conducted in November
2018 as part of this master plan study reflected the displaced threshold to Runway 7, and therefore
the overall length of Runway 7-25, as one foot shorter than previously published. This results in
the need to update the declared distances for Runway 7-25. Revised declared distances are included
in the Runway 7-25 alternatives in the following chapter as they have a direct impact on the options
to provide the additional runway length required.

Runway 18-36
As noted above, a Runway Safety Area Determination Study was finalized in December 2006 to
address the non-standard RSA for Runway 18-36. The study resulted in the FAA recommending
the application of declared distances, which will be included as part of the Runway 18-36
rehabilitation project programmed to begin in 2020. The proposed declared distances from the 2006
study have been updated to reflect the November 19, 2018 runway survey and AGIS information
obtained for this study.
For takeoffs on either Runway 18 or Runway 36, the TORA and TODA will equal the overall
physical runway length of 2,864 feet. However, the RSA for Runway 18-36 needs to extend 240
feet beyond the distance declared for both ASDA and LDA. In addition, there needs to be 240 feet
of RSA prior to the landing threshold for the LDA calculations. For takeoffs and landings on
Runway 18, there is only 128 feet of full width RSA available beyond the runway end; therefore,
the ASDA and LDA must both be reduced by 112 feet. For takeoffs and landings on Runway 36,
there is only 50 feet of full width RSA available beyond the runway end; therefore, the ASDA and
LDA must both be reduced by 190 feet.
For landings on Runway 18, the threshold must be displaced 190 feet and therefore the LDA
reduced the same amount to provide the 240 feet of required RSA prior to the landing threshold
since only 50 feet is currently available. Similarly, for landings on Runway 36, the threshold must
be displaced 112 feet and therefore the LDA reduced the same amount to provide the 240 feet of
required RSA prior to the landing threshold since only 128 feet is currently available.
The resulting declared distances for Runway 18-36 are reflected in Table 4-10. These distances
were calculated using data from the November 19, 2018 runway survey and features of the
environment surrounding the runway from the AGIS data.
TABLE 4-10
REQUIRED DECLARED DISTANCES FOR CURRENT RUNWAY 18-36
TORA

TODA

ASDA

LDA

Runway 18

2,864’

2,864’

2,752’

2,562’

Runway 36

2,864’

2,864’

2,674’

2,562’

SOURCE: Calculations based on November 19, 2018 runway survey and AGIS data.
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It should be noted that the Runway 18-36 declared distances in Table 4-10 may change once the
physical changes associated with the runway rehabilitation project are designed.

Approach and Departure Runway Protection Zones
When declared distances are applied, separate Approach and Departure RPZs are typically
required. This is the case for both ends of Runway 7-25 and will be the case for Runway 18-36
once declared distances have been applied to that runway. The Approach RPZ begins 200 feet prior
to the landing threshold (displaced or not), while the Departure RPZ begins 200 feet beyond the
length declared for the TORA. With the exception of the RPZs off the approach end of Runway
25, portions of the other runway end RPZs currently extend beyond the airport property boundary.
To the southwest, the Runway 7 Approach RPZ and the Runway 25 Departure RPZ both extend
off property, over 1st Street SE and the corner of the University of South Florida St. Petersburg
Campus. Currently and after declared distances are applied to Runway 18-36, the required RPZs
for this runway extend over the South Yacht Basin channel to the north. To the south, the required
RPZs extend over the channel for the Port of St. Petersburg.
The RPZ areas extending off-airport property are evaluated as part of the airport development
alternatives with respect to the FAA’s current guidance on compatible land uses within an RPZ.
For Runway 7-25 this will be included as part of the evaluation to determine the ultimate runway
configuration required to provide the recommended length and safety criteria required.

4.3.5

Line-of-Sight Requirements

As part of the design and safety criteria, there are also two critical line-of-sight requirements that
must be considered. The first is the Runway Visibility Zone (RVZ) which protects the proper lineof-sight between both existing and future runway configurations. A clear RVZ allows aircraft
operating on the airfield to verify the location and movements of other aircraft and vehicles on the
ground that could create a conflict. This zone must be kept clear of any fixed or movable objects,
including parked aircraft, when the ATCT is closed. While the existing RVZ has no obstructions,
any future changes in the runway configuration or new facilities proposed will be evaluated in the
alternatives chapter to ensure no impacts are created.
The other line-of-sight requirement is directly related to the ATCT and the ability for the controllers
to have an unobstructed view of all existing and future aircraft movement areas. In addition to other
setbacks and imaginary surfaces, the ATCT line-of-sight is a critical element when considering the
location and height of future airport facilities, as well as the location of future aircraft movement
areas. Currently there are no obstructions to the ATCT line-of-sight. All future ATCT line-of-sight
calculations need to be based on the established eye height for the ATCT which is 65.0 feet AMSL.
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Taxiway System Requirements
Taxiway systems include parallel taxiways, entrance/exit taxiways, connector taxiways, apron
taxilanes, hangar taxilanes, bypass taxiways, and run-up areas. The airport’s critical aircraft were
utilized to establish the minimum taxiway system requirements for the two runways. Some of the
taxiway standards reflected in Table 4-11 are based on the newer Taxiway Design Groups (TDG)
while others still remain a function of the critical aircraft’s ADG.
It should be noted that when the TDG designation was added to the FAA’s airport design criteria,
it changed the size and configuration of pavement fillets. Because the taxiway turning radii and
edge fillet are now based on the critical aircraft’s main gear width and distance from the cockpit,
the FAA has established larger fillet areas and the associated lead-in tapers. As noted in the
individual taxiway sections, there are a number of areas that do not provide the newer fillet and
lead-in taper areas. However, based on discussion with ATCT and airport operations management,
they have not experienced any problems with the current fillet geometry, even for the largest aircraft
ground movements. Therefore, they are not considered a priority and should only be modified when
the associated taxiways need rehabilitation.
TABLE 4-11
MINIMUM TAXIWAY SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Airplane
Design
Group

Taxiway
Design
Group

Width

Safety Area

Object Free
Area

Offset to
Runway

7-25
Current

II

1A

25’

79’

131’

240’

7-25
Future

II

1B

25’

79’

131’

240’

18-36

I

1A

25’

49’

89’

150’

Taxiways
Serving

SOURCE: FAA AC 150/5300-13A, Change 1, Airport Design.

4.4.1

Taxiways

Since the last master plan was conducted, the FAA has issued new guidance on taxiways, primarily
with respect to fillet design and layouts to enhance the safety of aircraft movements by minimizing
the potential for runway incursions. An overview of the existing and future design standards for
each taxiway is provided in Table 4-12. In some instances, the future design criteria noted may
change based on the final airfield development and therefore type of aircraft served by a taxiway.
As with the runways, the FAA defines the minimum useful life of pavement rehabilitations as 10
years and 20 years for reconstructed or new pavement surfaces. However, since pavement condition
depends on the use and environment, projects to rehabilitate airfield pavements are routinely
conducted every 15 to 20 years after the previous major rehabilitation, strengthening, or new
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construction. Specific information is provided after Table 4-12 for the existing taxiways needing
improvements to meet standards or repairs beyond the normal pavement rehabilitation cycle.
TABLE 4-12
INDIVIDUAL TAXIWAY CHARACTERISTICS
Taxiway

Current Width

Current TDG - ADG

Future TDG - ADG

Meets FAA Standards

A

40’

1A – II

1B – II

No – Substandard TOFA,
substandard offset to Runway 725, and need to reconstruct
some fillets.

B

40’

1A – I

1A – I

No – Need to reconstruct some
fillets.

C

40’

1A – II

1B – II

No – Need to reconstruct some
fillets.

D

35’

1A – II

1B – II

No – Substandard TOFA,
substandard offset to Runway 725, and need to reconstruct
some fillets.

SOURCE: AGIS Data and ESA analysis 2020.

Taxiway A
Taxiway A provides the proper width and safety area for the current and future critical aircraft
utilizing Runway 7-25; however, it does not provide the required object free area. The 131 foot
wide ADG II TOFA overlaps four of the tie-down positions on the mid-field apron as well as the
edge of the apron area in front of St. Pete Air, including the three helicopter parking spots. Taxiway
A also does not provide the full runway centerline to taxiway centerline spacing required for
simultaneous ADG II aircraft movements. The current parallel centerline offset of 150 feet versus
the 240 foot standard limits the ability to accommodate ADG II aircraft on Runway 7-25 and
Taxiway A at the same time. The ability to provide the required ADG II design criteria is addressed
in the alternatives chapter.
The 2019 FDOT pavement study documented that Taxiway A had an overall area weighted PCI of
55 (poor). As such, a full rehabilitation of the pavement surface is required as soon as possible.
During the rehabilitation, the fillets along the taxiway should be reconstructed to meet the current
FAA design standards. As noted in the inventory, connector Taxiways A1 through A4 were
rehabilitated in 2016.

Taxiway B
Taxiway B provides the proper width, safety area, object free area, and centerline offset for the
current and future critical aircraft utilizing Runway 18-36. However, a full rehabilitation of the
pavement will be required during the planning period as it was rated with an overall PCI of 61 (fair)
in the 2019 pavement condition report. During the rehabilitation, the fillets along the taxiway
should be reconstructed to meet the current FAA design standards.
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Taxiway C
As the connector between the two runways, Taxiway C provides the proper width, safety area, and
object free area for the current and future critical aircraft at SPG. While the east half of the taxiway
was repaved in 2018, the west half is documented in the 2019 pavement condition report with a
PCI of 58 (fair). A rehabilitation of the west half of the taxiway, to include modifying any fillets to
meet current FAA design standards, is required during the first half of the 20-year planning period.

Taxiway D
Taxiway D provides the proper width and safety area for the current and future critical aircraft
utilizing Runway 7-25; as well as a majority of the required object free area. The ADG II TOFA
along the portion of Taxiway D that traverses the east side of the Sheltair FBO apron, overlaps
portions of the apron, including some of the dedicated tie-down positions. Taxiway D also does not
provide the full runway centerline to taxiway centerline spacing required for simultaneous ADG II
aircraft movements. The current parallel centerline offset is 175 feet to the west and 200 feet to the
east of Runway 18-36, both of which are less than the 240 foot offset required to accommodate
simultaneous ADG II aircraft on the taxiway and Runway 7-25. The ability to provide the required
ADG II design criteria is addressed in the alternatives chapter.
The 2019 pavement condition report rated Taxiway D with an average PCI of 71 (satisfactory).
However, a section along the middle of the taxiway as well as most of the portion east of Runway
18-36 has PCIs ranging in the low 60s (fair). Therefore, a rehabilitation of the entire taxiway
pavement will be required during the course of the 20-year planning horizon, to include modifying
any fillets to meet current FAA design standards.

4.4.2

Apron and Hangar Taxilanes

For each of the different aircraft parking aprons, there are a number of different markings which
delineate the areas dedicated for aircraft parking and the taxilane routes around or through these
areas. For the aprons at SPG, these taxilane routes are non-movement areas, meaning pilots do not
need to contact the ATCT when utilizing them. The established apron taxilanes will need to be
adjusted for any future modifications to the aircraft apron areas, connector taxiways serving them,
or aircraft parking space needs. While these are non-movement areas, they need to provide the
proper taxilane design standards and setbacks for the aircraft they are intended to serve.
There are different taxilanes serving the various aircraft hangar facilities around the airfield that do
not have any designations. On the south side of the airfield a number of taxilanes serve the various
hangar and T-hangar buildings that were included as part of the 2019 FDOT pavement report. Their
PCI ratings ranged from 43 (poor) to 65 (fair). The FBO apron area had PCI ratings in the low 80s
(satisfactory), expect around the newer Terminal Hangar, which had a PCI rating of 100 in the 2019
report. Future projects to expand or even redevelop these areas will likely include the rehabilitation
and/or reconfiguration of the existing apron and taxilane pavements.
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4.4.3

New Taxiways and Taxilanes

The following sections address the need for new taxiways and taxilanes in order to support the
activity projected in the aviation forecasts.

Parallel Taxiways
Currently Taxiway A sufficiently serves the ground movements for the facilities located south of
Runway 7-25. However, as the south half of the airfield continues to develop and/or redevelop, the
ability to extend Taxiway A all the way to the end of Runway 25 needs to be evaluated. Especially
given the expected increase in aircraft operations over the 20-year period. This would minimize the
number of runway crossing for those operations taxiing between Runway 7-25 and the south side
of the airfield. Similarly, Taxiway D provides the necessary access to/from the FBO facilities on
the north side of the airfield. However, as noted in previously both taxiways do not currently
provide the full TOFA or centerline offset from Runway 7-25 for the current critical aircraft. The
development alternatives will evaluate options to accommodate this requirement.

Access Taxilanes
Various taxilanes will be required to access future airfield facilities as they are developed. The final
configuration will depend on the ultimate hangar sites and aircraft parking apron areas while the
taxilane widths will be contingent on the intended use by different aircraft. The layouts of any
additional taxilanes will ultimately depend upon the facilities they are constructed to serve.

4.4.4

Run-up Areas

Run-up areas are intended to serve the small general aviation piston fleet that need to perform
engine checks before each departure. The FAA recommends providing run-up areas or holding
bays when a runway’s operations reach a level of 30 operations per hour. The activity forecasts
showed that SPG conducted 44 operations during the peak hour of the average day in 2018.
There are currently two run-up areas, though neither are located adjacent to a runway end. The
central run-up area, co-located with the compass-rose on the east side of the mid-field apron
primarily serves Runway 7-25. However, it is located 2,100 feet from the departure end of Runway
7 and 2,000 feet from the departure end of Runway 25. The second run-up area is located on the
east end of Taxiway C and primarily serves Runway 18-36. This run-up area is 1,600 feet from the
departure end of Runway 18 and 1,500 feet from the departure end of Runway 36.
Additional run-up areas need to be considered in locations closer to all four runway ends given
peak hour operations are expected to increase to 57 by the end of planning period, which is nearly
double the level the FAA recommends for run-up areas to be established. The potential to develop
future run-up areas will depend on the ultimate airfield configuration, evaluated in the airfield
development alternatives.
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Instrument Procedures
Instrument approaches enable pilots to safely descend into the airport environment for landing
during times of inclement weather and/or reduced visibility. As noted in the inventory, there are
three categories for instrument approaches: precision approaches, approach procedures with
vertical guidance, and non-precision approaches. There are only non-precision approaches
established to Runways 7, 18, and 36.
The forecast chapter documented that 5.0 percent of the activity at SPG was conducted as an
instrument operation under an instrument flight plan; however, only a small portion of these were
conducted under actual instrument conditions. The airfield capacity section documented that over
the last ten years, instrument meteorological conditions have occurred 9.5 percent of the time. It
was revealed during discussions with ATCT management and aircraft operators at SPG that the
current published instrument approach procedures have accommodated virtually every landing
attempted during actual instrument conditions. Given this and the fact that precision approaches
require significant setbacks from the runway environment, an approach lighting system, and for
some, high intensity runway edge lighting; no precision approaches will be established at SPG.
Approach procedures with vertical guidance are defined as any approach that has visibility
minimums not lower than ¾ of a mile and the capability of safely guiding aircraft down to heights
greater than or equal to 250 feet above the threshold. When visibility minimums are less than one
mile, but lower than ¾ of a mile, the required RPZ increases significantly in size. Similarly, the
imaginary surfaces under Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 77, Safe, Efficient Use,
and Preservation of the Navigable Airspace also change (addressed in the following section).
Regardless, approach procedures with vertical guidance can be established where they are limited
to not lower than one mile visibility minimums. Under this scenario the required RPZ(s) and 14
CFR Part 77 surfaces do not increase. Therefore, the ability to potentially establish approach
procedures with vertical guidance at SPG are evaluated in the alternatives chapter.
Non-precision approach procedures are one of the easiest to establish at an airport given the smaller
setbacks required and the fact that they can be based on Global Positioning System (GPS);
eliminating the need for any on-airfield navigational equipment. The current non-precision
approaches to Runways 7, 18, and 36 provide procedures with straight-in lateral guidance, as well
as circling procedures to the airport environment, during instrument conditions where the visibility
is not lower than one statute mile. Due to the proximity of MacDill Air Force Base’s airspace, no
approaches have been or will be established to Runway 25.
While instrument procedures are runway end specific, the authorization to establish any new
approach begins with an Airport Airspace Analysis. The subsequent approval process of the ALP
drawings created as part of this study will include an Airport Airspace Analysis conducted by the
FAA to determine the ability of the runways to accommodate any new instrument approach
minimums proposed. When an actual instrument procedure is requested, all requirements, including
the proper environmental review, desired approach minimums, whether circling approach
procedures are desired, the obstruction survey needed to support the procedure, and the approved
ALP must be provided to the FAA.
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4.5.1

14 CFR Part 77 Imaginary Surfaces

The airspace around airports is protected by the
FIGURE 4-7: 14 CFR PART 77 IMAGINARY SURFACES
imaginary surfaces defined in 14 CFR Part 77.
When combined, the five different imaginary
surfaces of this federal regulation protect
airspace and the ability for aircraft to safely fly
into and out of an airport. These surfaces are
currently included as part of the City of St.
Petersburg City Code Section 16.30.010 – Albert
Whitted Airport Overlay (most recently updated
on February 15, 2018) in order to control the
height of objects in the vicinity of the airport.
Any changes to the future 14 CFR Part 77
surfaces need to be adopted into the City Code in
order to protect the ability of the airfield
improvements identified in this study. Figure 47 provides a general illustration of the five
different imaginary surfaces, while the
descriptions and specific dimensions as they apply to SPG are described in the following sections.
As with the FAA advisory circulars, 14 CFR Part 77 has different criteria for some surfaces based
on the MTOW of the critical aircraft. Under 14 CFR Part 77, runways serving small aircraft only
are categorized as “utility” runways.

Primary Surface
The Primary Surface is a rectangular area symmetrically located about each runway centerline and
extending a distance of 200 feet beyond each paved runway threshold. The width of the Primary
Surface is based on the type of runway and lowest instrument approach minimums established to
either runway end. The elevation of the surface follows and is the same as that of the runway
centerline, along all points.
Both Runways 7-25 and 18-36 require a 500 foot wide surface for the existing instrument approach
minimums of one mile. In the future, the Primary Surface would not change if an approach
procedure with greater than ¾ mile visibility minimums were established. Approaches with
visibility minimums as low as ¾ of a mile or lower would require a Primary Surface width of 1,000
feet. This is not possible at SPG given that such a surface along Runway 7-25 would encompass a
majority of the airfield facilities. For the same reason it is not possible for Runway 18-36, especially
given that the current 500 foot wide Primary Surface already overlaps some adjacent facilities in
the United States Coast Guard Sector St. Petersburg base. As a result, the centerline of Runway 1836 will be shifted east as part of the project to rehabilitate the runway.

Horizontal Surface
The Horizontal Surface is a level oval-shaped area situated 150 feet above the established airport
elevation, extending 5,000 or 10,000 feet outward from the Primary Surface, depending on the
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runway category and approach procedure available. For both Runways 7-25 and 18-36, the current
Horizontal Surfaces have a radius of 5,000 feet. In the future, the Horizontal Surface will remain
the same for Runway 18-36; however, it will change for Runway 7-25 to a 10,000 foot radius if the
future critical aircraft has an MTOW greater than 12,500 pounds.

Conical Surface
The Conical Surface extends outward for a distance of 4,000 feet beginning at the outer edge of the
Horizontal Surface, and sloping upward at a ratio of 20:1. This surface is the same for both runways,
regardless of any potential changes that may occur due to lower approach minimums or the runway
category.

Approach Surface
Approach Surfaces begin at the end of the Primary Surface and slope upward at a ratio determined
by the runway category and type of instrument approach available to the specific runway end. The
inner width and elevation of the Approach Surface conforms to that of the Primary Surface while
the outer width and overall length is also governed by the runway category and instrument approach
procedure available.
For Runway 7 and both ends of Runway 18-36, the current Approach Surfaces extend out 5,000
feet at a slope of 20:1 to an outer width of 2,000 feet. This is based on the existing non-precision
approaches and the utility runway classification. These dimensions will remain the same, even if
any of the three runway ends obtain slightly lower non-precision approach minimums. With only
a visual approach, the current Approach Surface to Runway 25 extends 5,000 feet at a slope of 20:1
to an outer width of 1,250 feet.
In the future if the critical aircraft for Runway 7-25 changes to an aircraft with an MTOW greater
than 12,500 pounds (other than utility runway by 14 CFR Part 77), then the Approach Surface to
Runway 7 would extend out 10,000 feet at a slope of 34:1 to an outer width of 3,500 feet. This
future Approach Surface for Runway 7 would remain the same even if slightly lower non-precision
approach minimums were established to that runway end. For Runway 25 the visual Approach
Surface would still extend out 5,000 feet at a slope of 20:1; however, the outer width would increase
to 1,500 feet. As noted previously, no instrument approach procedures are planned to Runway 25
given the airspace associated with MacDill Air Force Base, immediately east of SPG.
As noted previously, the declared distances shown in Table 4-10 for Runway 18-36 may change
during the design of the rehabilitation project. Additionally, the project needs to evaluate the
Approach Surfaces to both ends of the runway given the proximity of the South Yacht Basin
channel to the north and the Port of St. Petersburg channel to the south. Currently the airport has a
permanent remark in the FAA publications that states:
“Ship channel in apch to Rwy 36. Ocean going vessels in ship channel south. Unlit
± 50’ to ocnl ±100’ boat masts in apch area of Rwy 18, Rwy 25 and Rwy 36.”
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Depending on the final centerline shift and displaced thresholds associated with the Runway 18-36
rehabilitation project, the aircraft crossing heights over the two channels may actually be increased.
As noted in the permanent remark, a similar issue exists due to the open bay waters beneath the
Approach Surface to Runway 25. For Runway 25, the alternative analysis will evaluate options to
protect the approaches from marine vessels as part of the Runway 7-25 extension options.

Transitional Surface
The Transitional Surface is a sloping area beginning at the edges of the Primary and Approach
Surfaces and sloping upward and outward at a 7:1 slope.

4.5.2

Departure Surfaces

If any of the runway ends at an airport have a published instrument approach procedure, the FAA
applies an instrument Departure Surface off every active runway end. When there are no declared
distances, the Departure Surface starts at the departure end of the runway. For a runway with
declared distances, the Departure Surface starts at the end of the TODA. In either case, Section 1
of the Departure Surface begins at the same elevation as the departure end of the runway, has an
inner width equal to the runway width, splays out from the corners of the usable runway at 15
degree angles, and extends out to 12,152 feet (2 nautical miles) at a 40:1 slope to end 304 feet above
the runway end elevation. From the edge of the usable runway, Section 2 rises upward to 150 feet
above the runway end elevation at a point 500 feet on either side of the runway centerline. Section
2 also rises upward along the extended runway centerline at the same 40:1 slope until reaching 304
feet above the runway end elevation. Upon reaching 304 feet, the surface levels out until the end
of Section 1. The Departure Surface criteria are found in FAA Engineering Brief 99A.
Both sections of the Departure Surface should be clear of all obstacles. If it is not possible,
penetrations to the surface must be evaluated through the FAA’s Obstruction Evaluation/Airport
Airspace Analysis (OE/AAA) process. If obstacles cannot be removed, minimum takeoff climb
rates are published (as part of the departure procedure) which are higher than the 200 feet per
minute required for the 40:1 surface. An airport sponsor can also request that a specific runway
end(s) be designated as Not Authorized (NA) for instrument departures, in which case the 40:1
Departure Surface would not apply. The ability to provide the current Departure Surface criteria
off each runway end is addressed in the alternatives chapter.

Airfield Environment
A number of facilities are necessary to support the operations of the airfield environment. Airfield
lighting is required for airports intended to be utilized for nighttime operations as well as for
operations during less than visual meteorological conditions. These along with pavement markings,
signage, and other navigational aids are addressed in the following sections.
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4.6.1

Identification Lighting

The current rotating beacon, located atop the ATCT, is considered to be in good condition.
Regardless, it was install in 2011 when the ATCT was constructed. Therefore, it will likely need to
be replace with a more efficient light-emitting diode (LED) fixture before the end of the 20-year
planning period.

4.6.2

Runway Lighting

Both Runway 7-25 and Runway 18-36 have medium intensity runway lights (MIRLs). The LED
fixtures of the Runway 7-25 MIRL system are considered to be in good condition as they were
installed in 2016. As noted in the inventory, there are four outboard threshold lights at the Runway
25 displaced threshold; however, only three outboard threshold lights are required given that
Runway 25 currently has and will only have a visual approach. As noted previously, Runway 7-25
will require an adjustment to the Runway 25 displaced threshold based on the AGIS survey and
resulting corrections needed to the currently published declared distances. The outboard threshold
lights should be adjusted at that time. The entire MIRL system for Runway 7-25 will likely need
replacement towards the end of the 20-year planning horizon, given the saltwater environment the
fixtures are exposed to. The incandescent system on Runway 18-36 is in fair condition and will
need to be replaced within the short-term planning period. It is anticipated that a more efficient
LED edge lighting system (MIRLs) will be included as part of the Runway 18-36 rehabilitation
project beginning in 2020.

4.6.3

Taxiway Lighting

Each taxiway has medium intensity taxiway lights (MITLs) that utilize base mounted fixtures on
cans with conduit. Taxiways A, C, and D (west of Taxiway B) have LED fixtures considered to be
in good condition since most have been installed as part of recent taxiway lighting improvements.
However, the incandescent MITLs installed on Taxiways B, B1, D (east of Taxiway B), and D5
should be replaced with more efficient LED taxiway lighting when the individual taxiways are
rehabilitated. Similarly, any new or relocated taxiways should also utilize MITL systems with LED
fixtures installed on cans with conduit.

4.6.4

Airfield Signage

Currently the airfield has a combination of LED and incandescent signage fixtures. The LED
fixtures are in good condition since they were installed as part of the more recent taxiway lighting
projects. The incandescent signs need to be replaced with LED fixtures as part of the replacement
of the remaining MITL incandescent lighting circuits.
In the future, the inclusion of lighted airfield signage is required for any future taxiway in order to
maintain the efficient and safe movement of aircraft to and from the runway environment.
Typically, these are placed on the left side of the taxiway but can be located on the right when
necessary to meet clearance requirements or if it is just impractical on the left side. Any new fixtures
should also be LED units.
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4.6.5

Pavement Markings

Runway pavement and displaced threshold markings are painted white, while taxilane pavement
markings are painted yellow. FAA guidelines state that all taxiways should have centerline
markings and holding position markings whenever they intersect with a runway. Many surface
markings on light-colored pavements require glass reflector beads and need to be outlined in black
paint without beads to enhance their conspicuity. This is true for all Portland Cement Concrete
(PCC) surfaces and older asphalt pavements. In as little as two years, many asphalt surfaces (new
or treated) can become ‘light-colored pavements.’ This is especially true in Florida; therefore, glass
beads and black outlines need to be included as part of any future pavement markings.

Runways
Runway pavements are marked with painted lines and numbers in order to aid in the identification
of the runways from the air and to provide information to the pilot during the approach phase of
flight. The FAA classifies three marking schemes depending on the type of runway:
Visual – minimum requirement for landing designator markings and centerline stripe.
Non-precision – minimum requirement for landing designator markings, centerline stripe, and
threshold markings.
Precision - minimum requirement for landing designator markings, centerline stripe, threshold
markings, aiming point markings, touchdown zone markings, and edge markings.
The non-precision markings are also applied to runways having approaches with vertical guidance
not lower than ¾ mile visibility minimums. Depending on the type of aircraft activity and physical
characteristics of the pavement, additional markings beyond those listed may be required for visual
and non-precision runways.
As noted in the existing conditions, both runways have the appropriate markings for the types of
aircraft and instrument approaches they support. Also since neither runway is expected to have
lower than ¾ mile visibility minimums, no additional markings will be required in the future.
Runway 7-25 will require an adjustment to the markings to the east of Runway 18-36 due to the
need to move the Runway 25 displaced threshold. Runway 18-36 will require the addition of
displaced threshold markings at both ends to provide a standard RSA.
For both runways, the pavement markings typically last for ten years; however, there are a number
of variables that could significantly shorten that period, especially given the rain, sun, and coastal
conditions at SPG. As such, it may be necessary to remark the runways between pavement
rehabilitations or as part of the airport’s pavement management program required by grant
assurances.

Taxiways and Taxilanes
With the current instrument approaches and critical aircraft, the taxiways serving both runways
require holding position markings to be offset at a 125 foot perpendicular distance from the runway
centerline to intersecting taxiway centerline. All of the taxiways have holding position markings at
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the proper locations. If in the future the critical aircraft for Runway 7-25 changes to an aircraft with
a MTOW greater than 12,500 pounds, then the holding position offset will increase to 200 feet.
None of the taxiways currently have enhanced taxiway centerline markings, prior to the holding
position markings. While these markings are not required, they should be considered as part of any
future remarking of taxiway pavements. The enhanced markings are along the last portion of the
taxiway centerline prior to the runway holding position marking in order to improve situational
awareness and minimize the potential for runway incursions. Any new taxiways or taxilanes should
also have the appropriate centerline and holding position markings required. And as with the
runway pavements, periodic taxiway and taxilane remarking will likely be required between the
different pavement rehabilitation projects due to normal weathering and wear from regular usage.

4.6.6

Takeoff and Landing Aids

Over the course of the planning period some of the takeoff and landing aids will require repair or
replacement. The following sections describe these systems.

Runway End Identification Lights
Runway End Identification Lights (REIL) consist of a pair of synchronized white flashing lights
which are situated on each side and abeam of the runway end threshold lights. While the current
unidirectional REILs installed on both ends of Runway 7-25 are considered to be in good condition
as they were installed in 2016, they already show signs of saltwater corrosion (especially the
Runway 25 REILs). It is estimated that the Runway 7-25 REILs will need to be replaced around
the middle of the 20-year planning period. The unidirectional REILs on Runway 18-36 are heavily
corroded and considered to be in fair condition at best. As such, they are expected to be replaced
as part of the Runway 18-36 rehabilitation project beginning in 2020. All of the REILs are owned
and maintained by the airport.

Visual Glide Slope Indicators
Visual descent information is provided to pilots at SPG using Precision Approach Path Indicator
(PAPI) systems on each of the four runway ends. The Runway 7-25 PAPI systems are in good
condition as they were installed in 2016; however, due to the saltwater environment, it is likely
they will need to be replaced before the end of the 20-year planning period. The PAPIs on Runway
18-36 are only considered to be in fair condition and are expected to be replaced as part of the
Runway 18-36 rehabilitation project beginning in 2020. Regardless, as with Runway 7-25, the
Runway 18-36 PAPIs will likely need to be replaced again during the 20-year planning horizon due
to the saltwater environment. All of the PAPIs are owned and maintained by the airport.

Automated Surface Observing System
No changes are required for the Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS), which is owned
by the FAA and maintained by the National Weather Service. The ASOS wind sensor does however
have a critical area that needs to be considered for any future development near the station. Any
structures or vegetation within 500 feet of the wind sensor must be at least 15 feet below the wind
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sensor elevation. If not, the structure or vegetation could create a sheltering obstruction and impact
the measurements of the wind sensor. Between 500 and 1,000 feet from the tower, the federal
standards state that if practical, any obstructions be at least 10 feet below the wind sensor. This will
be taken into consideration during the development of alternatives; however, it is unlikely that any
structures will be planned on the north side of the airfield within these critical areas.

General Aviation Facilities
The following sections address the facilities necessary to directly support the general aviation
activity at SPG. This includes an evaluation of the space required for the General Aviation
Terminal, aircraft hangar requirements, and the space needed for aircraft parking aprons. A number
of one-on-one interviews were conducted with the primary tenants, airport management, ATCT
management, and other key stakeholders at the onset of the study. Different survey forms for
tenants, customers, and the general public were developed and made available at the airport and on
the project website. Additionally, comment forms have been provided at the public workshops.
This outreach generated input from the airport and surrounding community to facilitate the
assessments of SPG’s general aviation facilities.

4.7.1

General Aviation Terminal Requirements

The two-story General Aviation Terminal building provides a total of 10,600 square feet (SF);
however, as described in the inventory, only the first floor is utilized for FBO services. This
includes the customer service, passenger waiting, rental car, flight planning, office, restrooms, and
storage areas, as well as space for locally based charter operators. The second floor is utilized
entirely for the Hangar Restaurant and Lounge. As such, the FBO portion of the General Aviation
Terminal is approximately 5,300 SF.
The number of passengers and pilots during the peak hour of the average day is necessary to
estimate the amount of space required for the FBO. The following methodology and assumptions
were developed based on industry trends, site visits, and meetings with both airport and FBO
management. A summary of the key variables and resulting FBO space requirements are included
in Table 4-13.
 The number of operations conducted during the peak hour of the average day during the
peak month was calculated in the forecast chapter. This accounts for arriving, departing,
local, and itinerant users.
 The number of peak hour operations were then adjusted to eliminate local operations using
the local versus itinerant splits from the forecast chapter for each planning period. It is
assumed that the FBO facilities are primarily used by itinerant operators, since most of the
local operations originate and terminate from other facilities on the airfield.
 The adjusted peak hour operations (arriving or departing) were estimated to have an
average of 2.5 pilots/passengers on board in 2018, increasing to an average of 4.0
pilots/passengers on board by the end of the planning period. These estimates were based
on an evaluation of the size of the existing general aviation aircraft fleet currently utilizing
SPG with that expected over the course of the 20-year planning period. The increase in
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average passengers per flight reflects the industry trends for an increase in the size and
utilization of the larger general aviation aircraft.
 An area of 50 SF was applied to each peak hour pilot/passenger to determine the minimum
FBO space required.
TABLE 4-13
FIXED BASE OPERATOR SPACE REQUIREMENTS
PEAK HOUR
OPERATIONS

ITINERANT PEAK
HOUR OPERATIONS

AVERAGE PILOTS /
PASSENGERS PER
AIRCRAFT

MINIMUM FBO
SPACE (SF)

44

23

2.5

2,900

2024

45

24

2.5

3,000

2029

48

26

3.0

3,900

2039

57

31

3.5

5,400

Base Year
2018
Forecast

SF = Square Feet
SOURCE: ESA analysis 2020.

Based on the assumptions described above and the resulting calculations, the current General
Aviation Terminal should provide adequate FBO space throughout most of the planning period. It
should however be noted that this estimated FBO space is considered a minimum figure as larger
areas per pilot/passenger may be applied depending on the comfort and level of service desired for
the customers of the FBO facilities.

4.7.2

Aircraft Storage Hangar Requirements

Because hangars provide protection from weather and a level of security for the aircraft, they are
one of the most desirable means for aircraft storage at any airport. Most of the hangar space at SPG
is used for based aircraft, with occasional use by itinerant aircraft during maintenance or extended
visits. At the end of 2018, approximately 69 percent of the based aircraft at SPG were stored in
hangars, which included T-hangars, shade hangars, port-a-ports, and clearspan hangars.
T-hangars are fully enclosed buildings which have individual t-shaped stalls, each capable of
storing one aircraft (typically a single-engine or a light multi-engine aircraft) in a nested, back to
back configuration. Shade hangars, which due to the similar configuration are also referred to as Tshelter hangars, are essentially T-hangar buildings without walls. Port-a-ports are “T” shaped
moveable single-hangar units used to store primarily single-engine piston aircraft. They are similar
in shape to single T-hangar units though they typically take up more space due to not sharing walls
with adjacent units. For the purposes of this analysis, the shade hangars and port-a-ports at SPG
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will be categorized as T-hangars. Approximately 61 percent of based aircraft at SPG at the end of
2018 were stored in T-hangars.
Depending on the size, clearspan hangars are capable of holding one to multiple different aircraft
and commonly have an attached office, shop, and/or storage space. The smaller clearspan hangars
are sometimes referred to as private hangars (such as the VM Hangar) while those which provide
individual units are referred to as box hangars (such as Hangars 3 and 4). Regardless, clearspan
hangars can accommodate multiple aircraft types while also serving to provide maintenance or
other aviation related services. Therefore, for the purposes of this analysis, they will all be referred
to as clearspan hangars and the demand for them estimated by the number of based aircraft expected
to utilize such hangars in the future.
Given the airport’s coastal environment, it is expected that the number of aircraft stored in hangars
will increase in the future; presuming new hangars will be developed. This assumption is supported
by the 100 percent hangar occupancy rate and the airport’s active hangar wait list (which
consistently averages around 100 aircraft). When these assumptions and past trends are combined
with the forecasted based aircraft demand, it is estimated that an additional 60 T-hangar units need
to be considered during the planning period. As in the past, these would accommodate a majority
of the single-engine and some multi-engine aircraft. A mix of both small and larger clearspan
hangars should also be planned to support the demand for the 25 additional based aircraft expected
to be stored in hangars by the end of the planning period. While this would include some singleengine aircraft, most of the clearspan hangar space would be utilized by the future based multiengine and jet aircraft, as well as additional rotorcraft expected. The existing based aircraft storage
facilities and expected future demands are summarized in Table 4-14.
TABLE 4-14
EXISTING AND FUTURE BASED AIRCRAFT STORAGE FACILITIES
TOTAL
BASED

T-HANGARS

CLEARSPAN
HANGARS

PARKING
APRON

AIRCRAFT

2018

105

16

55

176

2039

165

41

40

246

Additional Spaces Needed

60

25

none

SOURCE: ESA analysis 2020.

Additional clearspan hangar space or areas over what is shown in Table 4-14 should be considered
in order to provide the opportunity for additional aviation related businesses to be developed at
SPG.

4.7.3

Aircraft Parking Aprons

For planning purposes, based and itinerant aircraft apron requirements are calculated separately
since they can have slightly different characteristics; however, the two will be combined to identify
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the overall need. Aircraft parking aprons are also usually divided into areas for small versus large
aircraft. Areas for small aircraft are typically designed for ADG I size aircraft with tie-down
capability. For SPG, the large aircraft apron space includes the area necessary to park the larger
turboprop multi-engine and small business jet aircraft, as well as rotorcraft. The methods used to
estimate the minimum apron space required for based and itinerant aircraft parking are provided in
the following sections.

Based Aircraft Parking Area
Following the hangar utilization rate, approximately 31 percent of the based aircraft were parked
on aprons in 2018. Of these, nearly all were single-engine with only a few multi-engine aircraft.
Minimum areas of 330 to 475 square yards (SY) for the small to larger aircraft were applied to the
mix of based aircraft currently parked on an apron. Then, following accepted planning criteria, this
value was increased ten percent. The result is that 20,100 SY of apron space is required for the
based aircraft stored outside in 2018.
As stated in the previous section, it is assumed that an increasing percentage of the based aircraft
demand will be met through the use of hangar facilities throughout the planning period; again
presuming new hangars will be developed. It was also assumed that the remaining based aircraft
stored outside will continue to predominantly be the single-engine aircraft. Therefore, using the
same methodology described above, a minimum area of 14,800 SY was estimated for the based
aircraft expected to be stored on aprons by 2039. Despite the overall growth in based aircraft, this
lower figure reflects the fact that more aircraft (as evidenced by the hangar wait list alone) are
expected to be stored in hangars in the future.

Itinerant Aircraft Parking Area
Itinerant apron space is intended for relatively short-term parking, usually less than 24 hours
(possibly overnight), primarily associated with transient aircraft. For planning purposes, a preferred
approach to determining space needs is to calculate the total number of peak day itinerant aircraft
that can be expected on the apron during the average day. This was performed by using the peak
activity projections, local versus itinerant splits, and operational fleet mix figures from the approved
aviation activity forecasts.
Based on typical space and maneuvering requirements, a minimum area of 400 SY was applied per
single-engine itinerant aircraft while 570 SY was used for the itinerant multi-engine, jet, and
rotorcraft. Overall, this methodology is considered conservative, given that the space allocation per
aircraft includes the area required for the associated apron area taxilanes. The methodology resulted
in 19,900 SY of itinerant apron space required in 2018 and 38,400 SY by 2039.

Summary of Aircraft Parking Apron Requirements
Table 4-15 summarizes the aircraft parking apron requirements and then compares them to the
overall apron space available in 2018. The apron space available in 2018 includes all of the paved
areas utilized by both based and itinerant aircraft. For the aprons adjacent to Taxiways A, C, and
D, the current pavement markings are based on the setbacks required for the ADG I TOFA. These
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areas did not include any of the small access aprons in front of the T-hangar or the areas
immediately in front of the different clearspan hangars.
TABLE 4-15
AIRCRAFT PARKING APRON REQUIREMENTS
2018

2039

55

40

20,100 SY

14,800 SY

37

69

Area Required

14,800 SY

27,600 SY

9

19

Area Required

5,100 SY

10,800 SY

19,900 SY

38,400 SY

Based Aircraft
Approximate Number of Aircraft on Apron
Recommended Area for Based Aircraft (subtotal)
Itinerant Aircraft (on Average Day of Peak Month)
Single-Engine
Multi-Engine / Jet / Rotorcraft
Minimum Area Required for Itinerant Aircraft (subtotal)
Combined Apron Space Requirements
Total Area for Based and Itinerant Aircraft

40,000 SY

53,200 SY

Combined Aircraft Apron Areas Available in 2018

36,600 SY

36,600 SY

Surplus (+) / Deficit (-)

- 3,400 SY

- 16,600 SY

SY = Square Yards
SOURCE: ESA analysis 2020.

It should be noted that while the methodology results in a current deficit; this is due to the fact that
the estimate is based on peaking characteristics for the itinerant aircraft.
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Support and Service Facilities
Key facilities to support the airport activity were described in the existing conditions chapter. Any
improvements needed for these over the course of the 20-year planning horizon are identified in
the following sections.

4.8.1

Airport Administration Space

The airport administration office is located on the second floor of the structure on the east side of
Hangar 1. While the facility is dated, the 900 SF of office space is adequate and the location is ideal
for airfield visibility and access. A project to completely renovate the airport administration space,
as well as the space below on the first floor, needs to occur as soon as possible.

4.8.2

Airport Traffic Control Tower

Having been constructed in 2011, the ATCT structure and equipment is in good condition.
Regardless, upgrades to the physical facility and certainly equipment replacements need to be
programmed in the future given the facility will be 28 years old at the end of the 20-yeare planning
period.

4.8.3

Airfield Electrical Vault

While the existing airfield electrical vault is considered to be of adequate size, much of the
equipment is only considered to be in fair condition. A project to rehabilitate the facility needs to
occur as soon as possible. As part of that project, a backup generator is also required as there is
currently no such system.

4.8.4

Airport Maintenance Equipment and Facilities

As noted in the inventory, the current airport maintenance department operates out of three different
T-hangar end units and one full T-hangar unit. A single, dedicated airport maintenance facility is
required. Options for a new maintenance building will be evaluated in the alternatives chapter.

4.8.5

Fuel Farm

All three of the 10,000 gallon tanks in the airport’s fuel farm need to be replaced as soon as possible.
Constructed in 1999, these tanks, as well as all of the piping, valves, and dispensing equipment, are
considered to be in poor shape. Not only is this due to the age of the fuel farm, but also the saltwater
environment of the airfield. It is also recommended that a canopy or roof system of some sort be
considered for the new system to better protect it from the elements.

4.8.6

Runway 7 Blast Fence

At the physical end of Runway 7, there is a blast fence installed to prevent prop wash from taxiing
and departing aircraft from impacting the area to immediate west. The blast fence currently has
solar powered red obstruction lights and the paint is faded. A project to permanently light the red
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obstruction lights and repaint the blast fence should be programmed during the short-term planning
period.

4.8.7

Perimeter Fencing and Security

The landside portion of the airfield is primarily secured by a six foot chain-link fence around the
airport property perimeter, although in some areas the fencing is only four feet high. The fence
which separates much of the northern property boundary along 5th Avenue SE and Albert Whitted
Park is installed in such a way that allows for it to be easily removed and reinstalled around the
time of the St. Pete Grand Prix when that area is reconfigured to support race operations. The
vehicle gates which provide access to the ATCT and fuel farm facility are manually operated. There
is no fencing along the portions of the airport that directly border Tampa Bay. The fencing, as well
as the various gates, card readers, and gate operating equipment are in fair condition.
A perimeter security project is needed to repair portions of the existing fence, replace the older
vehicle gate operators, and add new gate operators to the manual vehicle gates. Given that much of
the airfield cannot be secured using perimeter fencing, the project also needs to include the
installation of security cameras around the perimeter and facilities of the airport.

4.8.8

Automobile Parking

While there are different parking lots around the airport, there are not enough spaces to
accommodate all of the tenants and users of the various facilities. As is typical at many general
aviation airports, a number of automobiles are parked on the airside next to the individual T-hangar
units and clearspan hangars. Similarly, the small parking lots are limited and street parking is nearly
non-existent around the airport. Options to provide additional automobile parking needs to be
included as part of the alternatives analysis, especially as future T-hangar, clearspan hangar, or
other developments are considered.

Summary of Facility Requirements
Table 4-16 provides a general summary of the facility requirements that were determined necessary
to satisfy the approved aviation demand forecasts. Essentially, this table includes the minimum
improvements required over the 20-year planning period. Some additional facilities will also be
planned and included as part of the final ALP drawing set and Capital Improvement Program to
maximize the flexibility of the airport and the ability to respond to future opportunities. The order
in which these improvements are listed does not have any relation to the priority or phasing of such
projects.
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TABLE 4-16
MINIMUM 20-YEAR FACILITY REQUIREMENTS
Category

Proposed Improvements

Runways

Extend Runway 7-25 (overall length of 4,000 feet)
Extend Runway 18-36 (overall length of 3,600 feet)
Provide Blast Pads at both ends of Runway 7-25
Rehabilitate Runway 18-36 (to include shifting runway centerline east)
Displace both ends of Runway 18-36 (to provide standard Runway Safety Areas)
Future Rehabilitations of Runway 7-25 and Runway 18-36

Taxiways

Increase Centerline Separation of Parallel Taxiways to Runway 7-25
Rehabilitate Taxiways A, B, C, and D
Potential to Extend Taxiway A to Runway 25 End
Taxilane Access to New Facilities
Run-up Areas to each runway end

Airfield

Replace Rotating Beacon with LED fixture
Replace Medium Intensity Runway Lights (MIRL) on Runway 18-36 with LED fixtures
Replace Medium Intensity Taxiway Lights (MITL) on Taxiways B and D with LED fixtures
Replace Incandescent Airfield Signage with LED fixtures
Replacement of REILs and PAPIs as needed

Airport Facilities

T-hangar Facilities (60 additional units)
Clearspan Hangars (to accommodate 25 new aircraft)
Additional Aircraft Parking Apron Space (minimum 16,600 SY)
Rehabilitate Aircraft Parking Aprons
Renovate Airport Administration Space
Update ATCT Structure and Replace Equipment
Rehabilitate Airfield Electrical Vault Equipment and Install Backup Generator
Consolidated Airport Maintenance Facility
Replace Airport Fuel Farm (minimum of three 10,000 gallon tanks)
Rehabilitate Runway 7 Blast Fence
Improve Airport Security (improvements to fencing, gate operators, and cameras)
Increase Automobile Parking Areas

SOURCE: ESA, 2020.
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